
one point tasks:

1 - Lift a layout by Sasha Bliss, our Treat of the Month for August, and get to know her 
better in this month’s special feature.

2 - Tilt It! Rotate the composition on your page so it sits at an angle.

3 - Use “text-talk” for the titling & journaling on a page... will you be able to read it in 
20 years?

4 - Madonna’s birthday is on the 16th! Scrap a page inspired by the music icon.

5 - There’s a Friday the 13th in August! Scrap something you’re superstitious about.

6 - August looks like... Take a photo looking out your front door or a window, standing on 
your driveway or front porch or even what your kids are wearing today and scrap it! You’ll 
see this challenge again and again throughout 2010, so choose a spot or subject which will 
illustrate the passage of time or seasons changing in an easy to capture photo.

7 - Two of You: create a page with the same photo used at least twice.

8 - The August A list - scrap a layout using a one word title that begins with the
letter A.

9 - Seeing things from different point of view. Journal from the point of view of someone 
or something other than yourself (your pet/your car/your favorite pair of jeans....) and 
scrap it!

10 - Your front porch looking in - scrap your house from the outside looking in.

http://www.sweetshoppedesigns.com/treatofthemonth/sashabliss/
http://www.webopedia.com/quick_ref/textmessageabbreviations.asp


11 - Recipe: 8th month, 31 days in august, 2010. Scrap a layout with 8 buttons, 3 stars 
or flowers, 1 stitch, 2 ribbons, 1 metal fastener and 10 circles or squares (can mix shapes).

12 - The stars of The Suite Life of Zack & Cody turn 17 on August 4th and Joe Jonas 
turns 20 on the 15th. Scrap your child’s pre-teen love or if you’re brave, your own.

13 - Paper 2 Digi - Gumpgirl

14 - Use the inspiration at Robert Ryan to create a layout which features no more than 
three bold contrasting colors on the page.

15 - Summer Lovin’ happened so fast - what did you fall in love with this summer?

16 - What’s your number? Scrap a layout with a number in the title!

17 - Pick out a photo or two, then set your timer for 30 minutes and scrap. See what 
kind of page you can create in half an hour, and finished or not share it with us when 
the timer goes off. No cheating!

18 - Back To School is quickly approaching and that means one of the biggest shopping 
events of the year is upon us. Books, clothes, school supplies, backpacks, lunch boxes and 
more - whatever excites you the most - scrap it!

19 - Tag You’re It! Use tags in abundance on a layout.

20 - Use “______ of the Year” (Mom, Baker, Daredevil, etc.) as the title on a layout and go all 
out telling the story about why the title is perfect for you or a loved one.

http://www.scrapbook.com/myplace/index.php?mod=galleries&u=26028&type=-1&page=1
http://www.misterrob.co.uk/?page_id=1213


Scrap a layout about the friendships which mean the most to you.

25 - Keeping cool - scrap a page about something that makes you or someone you know 
super cool!

26 - The Perseid meteor showers peak in mid August, and you’ll likely see them light up 
the night sky. Scrap a page about what you might wish for.

29 - Book Cover Challenge - Pick a book and use the design on the cover as inspiration 
to scrap a page. Don’t forget to share the original cover you used as inspiration when you 
post this one in your portfolio!

30 - The Ultimate Paper Challenge - Scrap two different layouts - 1 which has 5 papers 
but NO patterns and 1 with 5 papers but NO solids!

23 - We love these 20 great stitched Panorama examples on the Digital Photography 
Schools website. Use these 8 Guidelines to taking Panoramic Photos and this how-to on 
creating a panorama with Photoshop and Photomerge to take and create a panoramic photo 
to use on a layout.

24 - “Wherever we are, it is our friends that make our world.” - Henry Drummond 

two point tasks:

21 - “I want you to know....” - create a layout with thought-provoking journaling that 
includes and finishes this statement. Thanks to Jaclyn Bernardo for the inspiring idea!

22 - August is ‘Admit You’re Happy’ month which is a layout and a story in itself.

27 - Use the inspiration at the fabulous blog 5 questions as inspiration to interview and 
scrap 5 questions about someone you love.

28 - Bad Hair Day - what little things throw you off your daily game? No coffee? Kids 
sniping at one another? Other half not picking up his laundry again, or worse, not rinsing the 
sink after shaving (ugh)? Let it all out and tell us all about it. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perseids
http://digital-photography-school.com/20-great-stitched-panorama-examples
http://digital-photography-school.com/8-guidelines-to-taking-panoramic-photos-with-any-camera
http://digital-photography-school.com/creating-a-panorama-with-photoshop-and-photomerge
http://5qs4u.blogspot.com/


five point tasks:

31 - The King of Rock-N-Roll died on August 16, 1977. Use his song titles as inspiration to 
create three layouts to earn 5 points.

32 - Book of Me 2010 - this year SSD is encouraging you to create a Book of Me Album! 
So often we focus on scrapping everyone else in our lives, but we’re challenging you to record 
more of who YOU are on a regular basis throughout the year too. Pick 3 of the 5 topics 
below and scrap 3 layouts to earn 5 points:

 32a - My computer would tell you that I...
 32b - My dream job would be...
 32c - My celebrity crush is...
 32d - If I could change one thing...
 32e - I’m saving money to...

33 - Shaped Mini Albums - think outside the box for this month’s mini album hybrid 
challenge and create a uniquely shaped album that’s at least 5 double sided pages. Birds, 
butterflies, hearts, ice cream cones, mittens, surfboards, and more - the sky is the limit for 
this month’s mini memory keeper. Don’t skip this challenge because you’re afraid of hybrid - 
you can do it! Here’s some amazing inspiration...

 Snow Mitten Mini Album by Andrea Gourley
 Bracket Album by Cathy
 Transportation Tag Album by Jen Tapler
 Bird Album by Susan Bartolini

ten point task:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Elvis_Presley_songs
http://andreagourley.blogspot.com/2010/02/brrrrrrrr.html
http://www.sweetshoppecommunity.com/gallery/showphoto.php?photo=123602
http://www.sweetshoppecommunity.com/gallery/showphoto.php?photo=99058
http://www.sweetshoppecommunity.com/gallery/showphoto.php?photo=28128


notes & Bonus challenges:


